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Positive capex outlook from US CSPs         
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Event   

Meta (US), Google (US), Amazon (US) and Microsoft (US), the top four CSPs, announced better-
than-expected capex plans for 2024F, with server to be the major investment, especially AI 
server. 

Impact 

Positive capex outlook of US CSPs. At recent earnings calls, US CSPs gave positive views on 
2024F capex outlook, and said AI will be the major investment this year. Meta raised capex 
from US$30-35bn to US$30-37bn, up 19% YoY (mid-point), recovering from a 13% decline in 
2023. It announced a target of 350k H100 GPUs at end-2024F; including other GPUs, it will 
have 600k GPUs to support AI services and will continue to invest aggressively in this area. 
Google’s capex was up 2% YoY to US$32bn in 2023, and it expects significantly higher capex 
this year. Amazon also guided for a capex increase this year, with around 60% going to 
infrastructure (majorly for Amazon Web Services (AWS)). Microsoft guides 1Q24 (3Q FY24) 
capex to grow materially QoQ driven by investments in cloud and AI infrastructure and 
delayed delivery of a third-party capacity conract (shifting from 4Q23 (2Q FY24)). Market 
consensus now forecasts the big four CSPs’ capex to grow an average of 23% YoY in 2024F, 
versus a 2% decline last year. We think the positive capex outlook will benefit the Taiwan 
supply chain, especially AI related firms. 

Slow season in 1H24F; server shipments growth in 2024F. Intel (US) guides data center sales 
to decline by double digits QoQ in 1Q24F due to weak FPGA sales and general server slow 
season, below consensus expectation. AMD (US) expects data center sales to be flat QoQ in 
1Q24F thanks to a strong ramp up of data center GPUs, offsetting the impact of lower server 
CPU sales QoQ. Despite mixed market conditions and seasonality in 1H24F, AMD is positive 
on server business in 2H24F, thanks to a next-generation CPU (Turin, Zen 5 core) launch. Intel 
will also launch Granite Rapids CPU (Birch Stream) in 2H24F. We think new CPU platform 
launches will drive server demand in 2H24F-2025F. We forecast global server shipments to 
grow 15% YoY in 2024-25F with AI server driving the growth and comprising 14% and 22% of 
total server shipments. 

AI server the key driver in 2024-25F. AI server will be the main catalyst for 2024F server sales 
growth. We forecast AI server demand to ramp up this year following improved GPU supply 
after 2Q24F amid booming demand. We maintain our forecast that training GPU shipments 
will grow from 1.53mn units last year to 4.57mn units in 2024F, and to 5.96mn units in 2025F. 
Total training server shipments (assuming eight training GPUs per server) were 191k units (up 
56% YoY) in 2023F, and will rise to 572k units (up 200% YoY) in 2024F and to 993k units (up 
74% YoY) next year. With a higher ASP, surging AI server demand will boost the sales growth 
of ODMs in 2024-25F. Components suppliers will also benefit from higher ASPs and margins 
(e.g. thermal, power supply, chassis, rail kit and PCB). Key beneficiaries include GPU module 
and baseboard suppliers Hon Hai (2317 TT, NT$102, OP) and Wistron (3231 TT, NT$120, OP), 
ODMs Quanta Computer (2382 TT, NT$253, OP), Wiwynn (6669 TT, NT$2,310, OP), Inventec 
(2356 TT, NT$56.3, OP) and Gigabyte (2376 TT, NT$333, OP), and components makers AVC 
(3017 TT, NT$478, OP), Auras Technology (3324 TT, NT$425, OP), King Slide (2059 TT, 
NT$1,085, OP), Gold Circuit (2368 TT, NT$241, OP) and EMC (2383 TT, NT$475, OP). In 
addition, general server demand will also recover this year driven by new CPU platform 
upgrades, after a 15-20% drop in 2023F due to inventory correction. We think these positives 
will drive server supply chain sales growth in 2024F. 

Stocks for Action 

We maintain our positive view on the AI server supply chain and expect decent 2024-25F EPS 
growth. We recommend stocks with higher CSP exposure and content value growth driven by 
AI server, namely Quanta, Wiwynn, Wistron, AVC, Auras, Gold Circuit, and EMC. 

Risks 

Weak demand; AI server overbooking by CSPs. 
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All the above named KGI analyst(s) is SFC licensed person accredited to KGI Asia Ltd to carry on the 

relevant regulated activities. Each of them and/or his/her associate(s) does not have any financial interest in 

the respectively covered stock, issuer and/or new listing applicant. 
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